Kindly, provide the following information for an employee working in Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd., under RTI Act, 2005.

1. If the weekly holiday, being a day other than Sunday in case of such executives doing shift duties in any establishment of POWERGRID, coincides with either a closed holiday or a national holiday and the executive does not work on such a day, then how many days of Compensatory-off will be allowed to him.

2. If the weekly holiday, being a day other than Sunday in case of such executives doing shift duties in any establishment of POWERGRID, coincides with either a closed holiday or a national holiday and the executive performs duty on such a day, then how many days of Compensatory-off will be allowed to him.

3. If the weekly holiday, being a day other than Sunday in case of such supervisors doing shift duties in any establishment of POWERGRID, coincides with either a closed holiday or a national holiday and the supervisor does not work on such a day, then how many days of Compensatory-off / Overtime will be allowed to him.

4. If the weekly holiday, being a day other than Sunday in case of such supervisors doing shift duties in any establishment of POWERGRID, coincides with either a closed holiday or a national holiday and the
supervisor performs duty on such a day, then how many days of Compensatory-off / Overtime will be allowed to him.

5. If an executive working in shift duties in any establishment of POWERGRID, performs night shift duty on a Tour/Training day, then how many days of Compensatory-off will be allowed to him.

6. If a supervisor working in shift duties in any establishment of POWERGRID, performs night shift duty on a Tour/Training day, then how many days of Compensatory-off / Overtime will be allowed to him.